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OF HYDRO-SKI FORMS 
By Kermeth L. Wadlin and John R. McGehee 
SUMMARY 
The planing characteristics, as determined by tank tests, are 
presented for six surfaces representative of hydro-ski forms. Two 
of the surfaces had rectangular plan forms with convex and concave-
convex bottom cross sections, respectively. Two had triangular plan 
forms with longitudinal taper ratios of 4:1 and 2:1, and with flat 
and convex cross sections, respectively. The remaining two surfaces 
had combined rectangular and triangular plan forms with 4:1 and 2:1 
taper ratios, respectively, and with flat bottom cross sections. 
The tests were made at trims from 40 to 200 , speeds from 15 to 
35 feet per second, and sufficient loads to define variations with 
wetted length. 
The data for each surface are given in the form of plots of wetted 
length, load, resistance, trimming moment, and draft against wetted 
area. Plots of wetted area forward of the observed wetted length at the 
chine are also included. 
INTRODUCTION 
The use of retractable planing surfaces, called hydro-skis, for 
supporting Jet-propelled water-based airplanes during the high-speed 
part of their take-offs and landings was proposed in reference 1. The 
results of some preliminary tests of models fitted with hydro-skis are 
presented in references 1 and 2. 
Although some planing data are available for flat rectangular 
surfaces, for instance, references 3 and 4, the fundamental data 
re~uired for the design of hydro-skis and hydro-ski arrangements are 
limited. The hydrodynamic characteristics of a series of forms suitable 
for hydro-skis are therefore being determined in Langley tank no. 2. 
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The series inclu&es cross sect i ons suitable for flush retraction 
into fuselages and wings, one cross section consi&ered suitable for 
operation on snow an& ice, and pointe& plan forms indicate& to be 
&esirable for lan&ing stability in the tests of reference 1. The upper 
surfaces are faire& for subse~uent investigation of the submerge& an& 
emerging conditions as well as the planing con&itions. 
The planing data for three of the surfaces have been presented in 
reference 5. This paper provides corresponding data for six a&ditional 
surfaces in the series. As in reference 5, the data are given without 
analysis or &iscussion to make the results irome&iately available. 
MODELS AND APPARATUS 
The principal &etails of the mo&els teste& are given in figures 1 
to 6. Model 250C ha& a transversely curved bottom with a 300 central 
angle and was rectangular in plan form. Model 250E ha& a flat bottom 
and was triangular in plan form with a longitudinal taper ratio of 4:1. 
Mo&el 250F ha& a transversely curved bottom of a constant radius 
corresponding to a 600 central angle at the l ea&ing e&ge an& was 
triangular in plan form with a taper ratio of 2:1. Mo&el 250G ha& a 
flat bottom, and in plan form the model ha& a rectangular forwar& 
section an& a triangular aft section with a taper ratio of 4:1. 
Mo&el 250H ha& a flat bottom, an& in plan form the model had a r ectangular 
forwar& section and a triangular aft section with a taper ratio of 2:1. 
Mode l 250J was rectangular in plan form with a concave-convex trans-
versely curve& bottom for snow an& i ce oper ation . 
All triangular models were t ested with the apex of the triangle 
aft. All the mo&els ha& the same plan-form area (0.347 s~ ft) an& were 
made of solid mahogany. The upper s urfaces of all the mo&els were 
arbitrarily faired by making all the longitu&inal sections circular 
arcs with a height at the center of 5 percent of the chor& which forms 
the bottom of the section. 
The present tests were made Qy using the small model towing gear 
on the Langley tank no. 2 towing carriage as were the t ests of r ef -
erence 5. In an effort to improve the accuracy of the data, however, 
a wind screen was installe& to r educe the aero&ynamic tares to 
negligible values. A photograph of the setup with the wind scr een 
remove& to show the gear is given in figure 7. The wind screen 
consiste& of two vee-shape& shielQs in tandem in front of the model 
extending to within three -eighths of an inch of the water surface. 
The &ensity of the water during these tests was 63 . 3 poun&s per 
cubic foot and the kinematic viscosit y was 1.143 x 10- 5 s~uare feet per 
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PROCEDURE 
The tests consisted of towing the models in the water at various 
speeds and loads at fixed trims (T) of 40 , sP, 120 , 160 , and 200 . A 
sufficient number of loads were chosen at each trim to define the 
variations of resistance, trimming moment, and draft with wetted length. 
The maximum speed was determined by the measuring limits of the 
eqUipment and ranged from 30 to 35 feet per second. The minimum 
speed was 15 feet per second since below this speed consistent planing 
data could not be obtained. ReSistance, trimming moment, draft, 
and wetted length were measured. 
Draft is defined as the depth of the trailing edge of the model 
below the undisturbed water surface. Trimming moment was measured 
about a point above the model and, from the measured results, the 
trimming moment about the trailing edge at the center line of the 
model was calculated. 
The wetted length observed was the distance from the trailing edge 
of the model to the intersection of the dynamic solid-water boundary 
with the chine of the model. The wetted length at the center line 
was determined from underwater photographs similar to those in figure 8. 
The wetted area is defined as the plan-form area wetted by the 
dynamic solid water. This area was determined from the plan form 
of the models, the observed wetted length at the chine, and the 
additional wetted area forward of the observed wetted length determined 
from the underwater photographs of the dynamic water line. 
RESULTS 
The results are presented in figures 9 to 40 as set forth in 
table I. 
From the procedure described, the quantities in the figures are 
defined as follows: 
(a) Resistance is the measured horizontal force. 
(b) Trimming moment is the measured trimming moment referred to 
the trailing edge of the model. 
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(d) Draft i s the depth of the trailing edge of the model below the 
free-water surfa ce . 
(e) Wetted area is the plan-form area wetted by the dynamic solid 
water. 
(f) Wetted l ength is the observ ed length from the trailing edge 
of the model to the intersection of the dynamic solid-water boundary 
with the chine or center line. 
It should be noted that while the wind screen effectively 
eliminated the aerodynamic tares, it also largely eliminated the 
influence of the air stream on the wav e patterns around the models. 
Though it is believed that this influence can be considered negligible 
for practical des ign purposes, it results in the data being not 
strictly comparable with those of reference 5. 
Langley Aer onautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Air Force Base, Va. 
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TABLE 1. - TImEX OF FIGURES - Concluded 
Variation of load with wetted area; model 250H ... 
Variation of resistance with wetted area; model 250H 
Variation of moment with wetted area; model 250H .. 
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Figure 1. - Details of rectangular planing surface with convex transverse bot tom curvature (model 25oc). 
(All dimensions are in feet.) 
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Figure 2.- Details of triangular planing surface v-' th flat bottom (model 250E). 
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Figure 3.- Details of triangular planing surface with convex transverse bottom curvature (model 250g). 
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Figure 4.- Details of planing surface of combined rectangular and triangular (taper ratio 4:1) plan 
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Figure 5.- Details of planing surface of combined rectangular and triangular (taper ratio 2:1) plan 
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Figure 6.- Details of rectangular planing surface with a concave-convex transverse bottom curvature (model 250J). 
















Figure 7.- Photograph of test setup with wind screen removed. 
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Typical static wat er line 
Typica l dynamic water line 
Figure 8 .- Underwater photographs of model 250J at trim of 4° . 
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Figure 9.- Variation of wetted lengths at chine and at model center line 
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Figure 10.- Variation of wetted lengths at chine and at model center line 
with wetted area for model 250E. 
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Figure 11.- Variation of wetted lengths at chine and at model center line 
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Fi gure 11. - Conti nued . 
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(b) Model 250H. 
Figure 12.- Variation of wetted lengths at chine and at model center line 
with wetted area for models 2500 and 250H. 
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Vigure 13.- variation of wetted lengths at chine and at model center line 
with wetted area for model 250J. 
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Figure 13.- Continued. 
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(b) Model 250J. 
Figure 14.- Wetted area forward of the observed wetted length for 
models 250c and 25OJ. 
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Figure 15.- Wetted area fo~qard of the observed wetted length for 
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Fi gure 16. - Wetted area forward of the observed '~etted length 
for model 250F. 
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Figure 17. Variation of load with wetted area. Model 250C. 
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Figure 17.- Continued. 
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Figure 18.- Variation of resistance with wetted area. Model 250C. 
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Figure 18.- Concluded. 
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Figure 34.- Continued. 
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